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By Tonya Illman, Kym Illman

Papadakis. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Africa on Safari, Tonya Illman, Kym
Illman, Drama and beauty abound on the plains of Africa and in this superb collection of images,
Australian photographers Kym and Tonya lllman present an intimate insight into Earth's greatest
wilderness. This lavish book is the result of thousands of hours spent on safari in Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda, Botswana, Zimbabwe and South Africa. The lllmans' innovative, and sometimes
controversial, approach includes cameras buried at the edges of waterholes, mounted on aerial
drones and on remote controlled buggies, with many lost to lions and elephants in the process. They
have spent days concealed in photographic hides to capture low level shots and have chartered
helicopters to photograph wildlife and vistas not accessible by land. Each photograph is
accompanied by the fascinating story behind its capture. In a final section the lllmans discuss the
various elements that ensure a successful safari, from both a sightseeing and photographic
viewpoint. This splendid collection of photographs is an unforgettable record of Africa in all its
untamed beauty and raw motion. From the brutality of the food chain to playful shots of animals at
their most uninhibited, from majestic sunsets to brooding landscapes,...
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This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your respective time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Er nest V a nder vor t-- Er nest V a nder vor t

Extensive manual for book fans. It really is simplified but surprises inside the fi y percent of your pdf. I realized this pdf from my dad and i advised this pdf
to discover.
-- Geoffr ey Wiz a-- Geoffr ey Wiz a
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